Stackwall's concrete picket fence designs capture the look and essence of a wood picket fence but won't require the maintenance of a real one. Choose from an intricate colonial style capturing an American classic design or a country style for that small town charm. We also have a traditional picket replicating a time-honored design & craftsmanship or choose a bold picket with thick slats and curved top. Either way, we offer several designs to meet your individual style.
Stackwall’s concrete brick fence designs capture a romantic and rustic charm of molded concrete bricks that look like they’ve been imported from century old European dwellings. More refined and straight-range style concrete bricks are available in the Victorian or Iron Twister. Spindled columns, beaded borders, or textured bricks add to the various brick wall designs to choose from without the actual brick wall price tag.
About us:
Established in 2005 Stackwall is a precast concrete fence company based in Pomona, CA. Our large selection of different designs, all made of 100% rebar enforced concrete, ensures to provide you with cost effective, maintenance free, decorative fencing. We pride ourselves in using eco friendly materials all made in the USA. With a 105 mph wind rating, great sound barrier, rust free, mold proof, termite free, makes this a superior product for any home or commercial project.
Corsage or Delicate Weave display a unique concrete ornamental wall design unlike any other concrete block wall, chain-link or wood fence. Every ornamental wall design is for the homeowner that loves intricate style in a traditional or non-traditional fashion and isn’t afraid to show it.

* Artist’s Canvas is an original design with open frames allowing you to be creative and have it filled with iron, wood or glass. Each frame measures 23” x 16” and is our most versatile design offered.
Stackwall’s concrete wood fence designs capture details such as knots, planks of rustic wood, round logs, or branches. Unlike real wood, major benefits to precast concrete wood are that they won’t rot, burn, warp and won’t need maintenance. Even termites won’t bother to try and eat solid concrete. Any design would complement a mountain log cabin, lakeside home or charming hometown neighborhood or create the ambiance of nature itself.